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in 3 patients and T2 in 4 patients. Lesion depth before repetitive PDT was
T1 in 5 patients, and T2 in 2 patients. Local CR rate in 7 patients treated
with repetitive PDT was 42.9% (3/7). Additionally, local CR rate in T1 cases
was 60% and 0% in T2 cases. Adverse events of grade 3 or higher were not
observed in any patient.

Conclusion:Repetitive salvage PDTwas considered to be an effective and safe
treatment option in residual T1 lesions after initial PDT for local failure of
esophageal cancer treated with chemoradiotherapy.
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Background: In advanced esophageal cancer, definitive combined chemora-
diotherapy (d-CRT) is considered to be one of standard therapy in Japan.
However, there have been few studies of the correlation of clinical factors and
response to chemoradiotherapy. The aim of this study is to clarify the corre-
lation of serum CRP level and response to definitive chemoradiotherapy for
advanced esophageal cancer.

Methods: A total of 78 patients with clinical stage II/III esophageal cancer
who were treated with d-CRT at our institute from 2002 to 2014 were ret-
rospectively reviewed. 57 patients received chemotherapy using low-dose 5-
FU and cisplatin, and remaining 19 patients received chemotherapy using
standard-dose 5-FU and cisplatin according to the protocol described in the
RTOG trial combined with radiation therapy. The patients were stratified by
response to chemoradiotherapy by two groups. 60 patients (54 patients had a
complete response and 6 had a partial response) were in Responder group,
and 18 patients (7 patients had a stable disease and 11 had a progressive
disease) were in Non- responder group. The correlation of survival rate and
serum CRP level before d-CRT was evaluated.

Results: At the time of analysis, the median follow-up period was 32 months
(range 3–124 months). The overall survival of the Responder group was sig-
nificantly better than that of Non- responder group (P < 0.001). Univariate
analysis showed thatwhite blood cell> 8000/m3 (P= 0.036), CRP> 1.0mg/dl
(P = 0.002), adventitia invasion (P = 0.04) and history of the smoking
(P = 0.037) were predictive for response of d-CRT. Multivariate analyses
identified serum CRP level (P= 0.002) as independent prognostic factors for
response of d-CRT.

Conclusion: Our findings suggest that serum CRP level may be a useful
marker to predict a response to definitive chemoradiotherapy. However, fur-
ther examinations in the future will be necessary to determine its efficacy.
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Background: Esophageal adenocarcinomas (EAC), grouped according to the
presence (+ )/absence (-) of intestinal metaplasia in esophagus (BIM) and
stomach (GIM) differ in terms of nodal metastatic patterns and survival. We
studied the differentiation profile in BIM/GIM categories.

Methods: In 77 EAC surgical specimens we assessed CDX-2, CK7, CK20,
MUC1, MUC2, MUC5A/C, MUC6 antibodies. The expression of such
markers was correlated with: BIM + GIM- (Barrett-like), BIM-GIM-
(cardiopyloric-like), BIM-GIM + (gastric-like).

Results: CDX2 (P = 0.0481), CK7 (P = 0.0150), MUC2 (P = 0.0395) were
differently expressed (Kruskall-Wallis test) in BIM/GIM categories. Binary
relations (Mann-Whitney test) showed that CDX2 was more expressed
in BIM + /GIM- than in BIM-/GIM- (P = 0.0046) tumors; CK7 was
more expressed in BIM-/GIM- than in BIM-/GIM + (P = 0.0020) and
in BIM + /GIM- than in BIM-/GIM + (P = 0.0101); MUC2 was more
expressed inBIM+ /GIM- than inBIM-/GIM- (P= 0.0061). The other inves-
tigated markers were randomly distributed among BIM/GIM categories.

Conclusion: The greater expression of intestinal markers (CDX2-MUC2) in
Barrett’s intestinal metaplasia associated tumors (BIM + /GIM-) compared
to those with no intestinal metaplasia (BIM-/GIM-) is consistent with their
predominant intestinal differentiation. In contrast, CK7, although mostly
expressed in tumors not associated with intestinal metaplasia (BIM-/GIM-)
was less efficient in distinguishing them from those associated with Bar-
rett’s metaplasia (BIM + /GIM-) while showed the lowest level of expres-
sion in tumors associated with gastric intestinal metaplasia (BIM-/GIM + ).
In conclusion, intestinal (CDX2-MUC2) and non-intestinal (CK7) differen-
tiation markers appear to be expressed differently in BIM/GIM categories.
Those findings support the opportunity to investigate further biology of these
tumors in view of clinical-prognostic implications.
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